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The Fibre of the Prym Map in Genus Four.

LAURA HIDALGO-SOLÍS (*) - SEVIN RECILLAS-PISHMISH (*)

Sunto. – In questa nota si dà una descrizione della fibra della mappa di Prym in gene-
re 4. Se JX è la Jacobiana di una curva di genere 3, allora la fibra della mappa di
Prym in JX si ottiene dalla varietà di Kummer KX mediante due scoppiamenti:
s 1 : KX(0) KKX che è lo scoppiamento di KX nell’origine e s 2 : KX(0)A

KKX(0) che
è lo scoppiamento lungo una curva isomorfa a X.

Introduction.

Let C be a non-singular curve of genus g, let p : CAKC be a connected un-
ramified double cover. The Prym variety ] (CA, C , p) is defined to be the con-
nected component of the origin in ker Nm , where Nm : J(CA) KJ(C) is the
norm map. By Mumford [M] ] (CA, C , p) is a principally polarized abelian vari-
ety of dimension g21.

The above construction yields a morphism, the Prym map

] g21 : D g K� g21 .

where D g is the coarse moduli space of curves C of genus g , together with an
unramified double cover CA and � g is the coarse moduli space of principally po-
larized abelian varieties of dimension g .

The natural projection p : D g K8 g is finite, of degree 22g 21, where 8 g

denotes the coarse moduli space of smooth, projective irreducible curves of
genus g defined over C . Given a C, its double covers correspond to the non-
zero (Z/2Z)-homology 1-classes.

The problem of extending ] g21 to possibly singular and ramified covers
was attempted by Fay [F] and Mumford [M]. Masiewicki in [Ma] had the cor-
rect notion of allowable double cover, but applied it only in the special case of
plane quintics. Beauville in [Be.1], gave the precise definiton of allowable
double cover and in § 6 he obtained a proper map B g21 which on a dense open

(*) Partially supported by CONACyT 400330-5-3936E, PAPIIT IN101296 and
IN108996.
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set factors through the previously described ] g21 . The map B g21 : D g K� g21

is dominant for gG6, [DS], generically finite for g46 [DS] and generically in-
jective for gF7 [FS]. Donagi and Smith show that the fibre of B 5 has the
structure of the 27 lines on a cubic surface [DS]. Donagi [Do.] studied the fibre
of B 4 at a general (A , U), and shows that it is isomorphic to a double cover of
the Fano surface of the lines of a cubic threefold, and for g43 Verra [V]
proves that the fibre of B2 is biregular to the Siegel modular quartic threefold V.

In this paper we study the extended Prym map:

B 3 : D 4 K� 3 .

We will work over the complex field. Let X be a smooth, reduced, irre-
ducible, projective non-hyperelliptic curve of genus 3, and assume that all its
Weierstrass points are normal. Let JX4Pic0 X be the Jacobian variety of X
with U%JX a symmetric theta divisor, Picn X the divisors on X of degree n
modulo linear equivalence, Wn %Picn X the image of the n th–Abel-Jacobi map,
X2X%JX the image of the map X 2 KJX , (p , q) O O (p2q) and let JX(0) de-
note the blow-up of JX at the origin.

The authors wish to thank to E. Gomez, G. Kempf, and J. M. Muñoz-Porras
by his several helpful conversations. We thank the referee for his useful
remarks.

The fibre of the Prym map.

In this section our aim is to describe the fibre of the Prym map over a gen-
eral principally polarized abelian variety of dimension 3.

In [Re.1] it is proved that the fiber of the Prym map ] : D 4 K� 3 over a
general Jacobian JX is birational to KX4JX/61, following Beauville, this
map extends to a dominant, proper map B 3 : D 4 K� 3 , where D 4 denotes the
moduli space of allowable double covers of genus 4.

One should recall [Be.1, Prop. 5.2 pg. 174] that if CA is a stable curve and i an
involution on it then the pair (CA, i) is allowable iff, the components of CA can be
grouped as CA4ANA 8NBA where i interchanges A , A 8 and fixes BA, each com-
ponent of A is «tree-like» and either

(i) BA4¯ , A connected, and JAOA 842, or

(ii) AOA 84¯ , J(BAOAi ) 41 for each component Ai of A, the fixed
points of i in BA are precisely the nodes, and the two branches at the nodes are
never exchanged.

As a consequence of the above, one has two further types of double
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covers of stable curves which occur in the completed fibre of B 3 over
a generic Jacobian.

The first type of allowable double cover from Beauville’s list is the
Wirtinger type cover [Be.1, pg. 175], let p , q�X be two distinct points, and let
C4X/pAq be the singular curve of genus 4 obtained from X by identifying
p , q . The curve C has an ordinary double point p4q . Let CA4X1 N
X2 /p1Aq2 , p2Aq1

where Xi are copies of X . CA has two ordinay double points, and
like C is a stable curve. The natural map p : CAKC is an allowable double cover
in the sense of Beauville and B 3 (CA, C) 4JX.

The second type of singular double cover from Beauville’s list is the elliptic
tail [Be.1, pg. 74]. Consider a point p�X, an elliptic curve EA and a non zero
point hA �EA of order two. Then pick eA�EA and consider the curve CA4X1 NEAN
X2 /p1AeA , p2AeA1hA , (where Xi are copies of X) with the involution the one which
exchanges the components of X and on EA is defined as p O p1hA , 2hA 40, (this
construction does not depend on eA). Let p : CAKC the quotient map by the in-
volution, then this cover is allowable and B (CA, C) 4JX.

Observe that for elliptic tails the image of the Abel-Prym map CAK

B (CA, C) is two copies of X intersecting at p.
Let DE denote the hypersurface in D 4 parametrizing the elliptic tails, then

the fibre of the restricted Prym map DE K� 3 over a generic Jacobian JX is
isomorphic to X3P1 [DS, Lemma 1.3.1, pg. 62].

Summing up, set-theoretically the fibre of the Prym map B 3 (JX) has three
distinguished subsets, the allowable double covers of irreducible curves (pos-
sibly singular), the covers of Wirtinger type and the covers of elliptic
tails.

In this section we prove the following:

THEOREM 1. – Given a non-hyperelliptic curve X , let (JX , U) denote its
Jacobian variety, and assume Aut (JX) 4Z/2Z , then the inverse image of
(JX , U) by the Prym map B 3 is obtained from the Kummer variety KX by a
sequence of two blow-up’s, s 1 and s 2 , where s 1 : KX(0) KKX blows up KX at
the origin point and s 2 : KX(0)A

KKX(0) is centered along a curve J which is
birational to the curve X.

The proof of this theorem is divided in three parts. In the first part we ex-
tend the trigonal construction as given in [Rec.2] to obtain a family SKJX(0),
and an open subset S 8 of JX(0) in which the geometric points parametrize al-
lowable double covers whose Prym’s are JX .

In the second part we prove that there exist a birational morphism
B 3

21 (JX) KKX(0), and at the end we apply the general properties of the
blow-up to prove that the fibre of the Prym map is isomorphic to KX(0)A.
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PROPOSITION 2. – There exist a natural family p : SKJX(0), of 1-cycles
of JX numerically equivalent to U . U that is, for c�JX(0),
p 21 (c) f

num.
U l U .

PROOF. – We consider the stable curves UOU c , c�JX , cc0. These
curves have an involution ic : UOU c KUOU c , ic (x) 4c2x which is fixed
point free for c generic.

To describe those curves as a family, let u be a nonzero section of OJX (U)
and consider the divisor

D 4 ]u(z2c) 40N(c , z) �JX3U( %JX3U

and the first projection D KJX. Observe that using the second projection one
can show that D is smooth, irreducible with fiber biregular to U .

To extend our family to the origin, we need to consider the intersection of
U with an infinitesimal translation of itself. To do this, let us consider the
morphism:

p : JX(0)3UKJX3U

which in the first factor is the blow up at the origin and the identity on the
second.

Let D4p* D , then D4S1E3U , where S is the strict transform of D

and E%JX(0) is the exceptional divisor, and using again the first projection,
we obtain a family of 1-cycles of JX :

SKJX(0) .

To describe the family over E%JX(0) let us write locally S4 ] f (c , z)40N

(c , z) �JX(0)3U( and E4 ]g(c) 40Nc�JX(0)(, so D4 ] fg40(.
Consider now v�E and let vA be a normal vector to E at v (in what follows,

we will denote by vc0 either an element of T0 JX or the direction it defines:
v�P((T0 JX) ) .

Then vA( fg)Nv 4vA( f )Nv Qg(v)1 f (v) QvA(g)Nv .
We observe that g(v) 40 since g40 is the equation of E and vA(g)Nv c0

since E3U is reduced.
So we have that

vA( fg)Nv 40 if and only if f (v) 40 .

Since D4p*(U), by the chain rule we have:

vA( fg)Nv 40 if and only if
¯u(z2c)

¯v N
c40

40
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hence

f (v) 40 if and only if
¯u(z2c)

¯v N
c40

40 .

So the fibers of the extended family over E are described by the
equations

Dv 4mu40,
¯u

¯v N
c40

40n .

It is well known that these curves are the pullback of lines under the Gauss
map. r

Following [Rec.2], let m : Pic2 XKPic4 X be the morphism defined as
L O L 72 and c : Pic4 XKPic0 X the canonical isomorphism L O K7L 21 .
Then define R4c(mW2 ), which is of dimension 2, and given U%JX, let
U×%JX(0) denote the proper transform of U, then:

PROPOSITION 3. – For c�JX(0), let Zc 4U l U c and ic (x) 4c2x be as be-
fore. Then

(1) If c� (X2X)×2R× then Zc has two components, each isomorphic to
X. The components are exchanged under the involution ic , they intersect
transversally in two points, which in turn are exchanged by ic . Wirtinger
type.

(2) If c� (X2X)×OR×, then Zc has two components, each isomorphic to
X, those components are exchanged by ic , they intersect non transversally in
a unique point, which is a fixed point of ic . Non allowable type.

(3) If c�R×2 (X2X)×, then Zc is irreducible but not smooth, has ordi-
nary double points and at most 3 of them, such points are fixed under the in-
volution, which does not interchange the branches at the point. Lower genus
type.

(4) If c�R×N (X2X)×, then Zc is irreducible and non singular. Generic
type.

(5) The above are the only possible fixed points of the involutions ic .

PROOF. – For c�JX2 ]0( the proof is given at [Rec. 2, Proposition 2.14]
and the proof is similar in the case c�P (T0 JX). r

As a consequence of the above we have that

COROLLARY 4. – The pair (Zc , i c ) is allowable if and only if c� (X2X)×OR×.
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Observe that we can describe the sets appearing in Proposition 3 in terms
of the g4

1’s on X .

(1) The point c is in (X2X)×2R× iff the corresponding g4
1 has a base point

and without divisors of type 2a12b .

(2) The point c is in (X2X)×OR× iff the corresponding g4
1 has a base point

and a divisor of type 2a12b. This is equivalent to p1q12r�NKX N for some
r�X , and g 1

4 4NKX 2p1qN .

(3) The point c is in R×2 (X2X)× iff the g4
1 has no base point and has divi-

sors of type 2a12b, at most 3 of them.

(4) The set JX(0)2 (R×N (X2X)×) parametrizes the g4
1 without base

points and divisors of type 2a12b .

Fix an embedding

JX(0)3UKPM .

Let W : SKPM be the restriction of such embedding, then the dia-
gram

embeds our family S .
Observe that our family S is flat and the fibre is allowable if and only if

c�R 8 »4JX(0)2 ((X2X×)OR×) .
Denote by

Z KR 8

the restriction of the family to R 8 .

PROPOSITION 5. – There is a rational dominant map

KX(0) KB21 (JX) .

PROOF. – Since Z KR 8 is a flat family of allowable double covers of curves
of genus 4, then by the universal property of D 4 , there exists a morphism
g : R 8KD 4 such that for each closed point c�R 8, Zc is in the isomorphism
class of allowable double covers of curves determined by the point g(c) �D 4 .
Since the Prym of (Zc , i c ) is JX , then the image of this morphism is contained
in B21 (JX).

Observe that, Z c is isomorphic to Z2c by the involution c O2c on JX, and
that the Gauss map G commutes with this isomorphism, so by the above, we ob-
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tain a morphism f : R 9KB21 (JX), where R 9 is the image of R 8 into KX(0)
and KX(0) KKX4JX/61 is the blow up of the Kummer variety at the origin
point. r

PROPOSITION 6 [Be.2]. – Let X be a non-hyperelliptic curve of genus 3,
(JX , U) its Jacobian variety. Let Z be an effective algebraic 1-cycle in JX
with fundamental class [Z] 4R2 [U] in H 4 (JX , Z), then Z is one of the fol-
lowing:

(i) Z4UOU a for some a�JX, or

(ii) Z4 G21 (l) for some line l%P 2 , where G : UKP 2 denotes the Gauss
map.

PROOF. – Since JX is an abelian variety, as a consequence of the strong Lef-
schetz theorem [K, pg 367] a : H 4 (JX , Z) KH 2 (JX , Z) is an isomor-
phism.

On the other hand, since U is a smooth divisor in JX, b : H 2 (JX , Z) K

H 2 (U , Z) is an injective morpism [K, pg. 368].
As a consequence of the above, we can identify [Z] with its image in

H 2 (U , Z).
From the exact sequence

0 KZK O K O*K0

on JX and U we get a diagram of exact sequences

RKH 1 (JX , OJX* )K
c1

H 2 (JX , Z) KH 2 (JX , OJX )KR

I Ib I
RK H 1 (U , OU* ) K

c1
H 2 (U , Z) K

j
*

H 2 (U , OU ) K R .

Then either b( [Z] ) �c1 (H 1 (U , OU* )) or 0 c j *(b( [Z] ) �H 2 (U , OU ).
In the first case, since b is injective we have that [Z] �c1 (H 1 (JX , O JX* )) , so

[ZNU ] �c1 (H 1 (U , O U* )) .
Since U%JX induces an isomorphism Pic0 (JX) KPic0 (U) (see [MP 2,

Thm. 1.2]), and since JXKPic0 (JX), a O [U a 2U], is an isomorphism, there
exist a unique a�JX such that Z4UOU a .

In the second case, by Kodaira-Serre theorem H 2 (U , OU ) C

H 0 (U , OU (U) )*, hence j* (b( [Z] ) ) gives an element v of H 0 (U , OU (U) )*, i.e.
an hyperplane lv in P 2 the canonical space of the curve X, and as in the proof of
the proposition 2, it follows that Z4 G21 (lv ) r
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In other words every effective algebraic 1-cycle Z in JX with [Z] 4R2 [U]
belongs to the family SKJX(0) of the Proposition 2.

As a consequence of the Propositions 3, 6 and [DC-R], we have the
following

COROLLARY 7. – Let (Z , i) �B21 (JX) and let a : ZKJX be the Abel-Prym
map, then:

(1 ) (Z , i) �B21 (JX) is an elliptic tail if and only if a(Z) 4X1 N
X2 /p1Ap2

if and only if a(Z) 4UOU a with a� (X2X)×OR×.

(2 ) (Z , i) �B21 (JX) is an elliptic-hyperelliptic curve if and only if
a(Z) 4UOU a with a�J2 X2 ]0(.

(3 ) (Z , i) �B21 (JX) is a curve such that Zi has a vanishing theta null,
i.e. only one g3

1 if and only if a(Z) 4UOU a with a�E, where E denotes the
exceptional divisor on JX(0).

Let 8 g
(n) denote the moduli space of stable curves of genus g with a level n-

structure. H. Popp proved in [P] than 8 g
(n) is a fine moduli space for nF3,

moreover, it is a separate, complete irreducible scheme [DM]. In particular
there exist a universal curve q : G g

(n) K8 g
(n) , i.e. a morphism of complete irre-

ducible schemes which has a universal property.
As a consequence of the representability of the functor of 8 2g21

(n) -involu-
tions of G 2g21

(n) , there is a 8 2g21
(n) -scheme I which in the geometric points

parametrizes curves CA of genus 2g21 with a level n-structure and with an in-
volution. Following Beauville, [DS] constructs a 8 2g21

(n) -scheme Dg
(n) %I , the

moduli space of allowable double covers of curves of genus g with a level n-
structure, this space contains D g

(n) (the moduli space of smooth double covers
of curves of genus g with a level n-structure) as a dense open subset and is
contained in the closure in I of D g

(n) . In particular [DS] proved that D g
(n) admits

a universal curve i.e. there exist a family of stable curves q : C
A

KD g
(n) and a

Dg
(n)-involution i : C

A
K C

A such that:

(a) For each s�Dg
(n) , the induced involution i s : C

A
s K C

A
s is different from

the identity on each component of C
A

s .

(b) C
A

s has arithmetic genus 2g21, and the quotient curve C
A

s /i s has
arithmetic genus g .

(c) Any pair (CA, i) where CA�8 g , i a fixed-point free involution is iso-
morphic to (C

A
s , i s ) for some s�D g

(n) %D g
(n) .

On the other hand, the symplectic group Sp(4g22, Z/nZ) acts on 8 2g21
(n)

with quotient 8 2g21 . This action lifts to I, with quotient D 84I/Sp (4g22,
Z/nZ). D 8 is finite over 8 2g21 , so D 8 is a scheme. In particular D g

(n)
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is a finite base extension of D g
(n) , the coarse moduli space of allowable

double covers of curves of genus g .
By [Be.1], there is a proper Prym morphism B : D g

(n) K� g21 . Since by
[DS] D g

(n) is stable under Sp (4g22, Z/nZ) with quotient D g , and B com-
mutes with this action, we obtain the induced map B g21 : D g K� g21 .

Let P denote the subscheme of D 4
(n) parametrizing the inverse image of JX

by the morphism B , and let GK P denote the restriction of the universal curve
C
A to P

G K C
A

I Iq

P K D 3
(n)

We denote by i the P-involution given by the restriction of the D 4
(n)-involu-

tion i to P .
Consider the Jacobian map

which is injective over closed points [GIT, pg. 142]. The D 4
(n)-involution i : C

A
K

C
A induces (by descent theory) a P-involution i*: 5K5 . Denote by a the P-
morphism (152 i*) QW : G K5 and let P»4Im (152 i*).

On the diagram

over closed points of P, we get on P the Prym varieties and a is the corre-
sponding Abel Prym map.

Let J%KX(0) denote the image of (X2X)×OR×%JX(0) by the induced
morphism JX(0) KKX(0). The map XKKX , x O 6 [p2q] where 2x1p1

q�NKX N induces an isomorphism between J (with the reduced structure) and
the curve X .

Moreover, for a closed point b� P, Pb is the Prym of (G b , i b ), so a*(G b ) % Pb

has class [U l U] and by the definition of P we know that Pb CJX (as p.p.a.v).
Actually a * (G b ) 4U l U a(b) for some 6a(b) �KX(0). By Proposition 6 a(b) is
unique (here we assume X is general, so Aut (JX) 461) . This defines a mor-
phism P KKX(0) which descends to a morphism c : B21 (JX) KKX(0).

We are now ready to prove the theorem. Recall that we have a morphism
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f : R 9KB21 (JX), R 94KX(0)2J. Moreover we have c Qf4 idR 9 and f Q
c Nf(R 9) 4 idf(R 9) .

The morphism c Nc21 (R 9) : c21 (KX(0)2J)KKX(0)2J is an isomor-
phism, and c21 (R 9) is the maximal open set U%B21 (JX) such that the re-
striction c NU is an isomorphism. Since Sing KX(0)OJ4¯ there exists a sheaf
of ideals J on KX(0) with support J such that B21 (JX) is isomorphic to the
blow up p : KX(0)A

KKX(0) with respect to J such that the following diagram
commutes:

Moreover since the fibre of the restricted Prym map DE K� 3 over a
generic Jacobian JX is isomorphic to X3P 1 [DS, Lemma 1.3.1, pg. 62], then J

must be the ideal sheaf of J (recall J»4 (X2X)×OR× with the reduced struc-
ture) [Har. pg. 166, 171].
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